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A

s digital technologies such as marketing automation, chatbots,
and voice-enabled search continue to advance, how should your

healthcare system prioritize and organize your marketing resources and
team for customer acquisition, engagement and retention?
In these ever-changing and evolving times, healthcare marketers must now be:
■G
 rowth

Strategists. Where once we were brand strategists, we now must take on
the role of growth strategists for our institutions.

■D
 ata

Scientists. We need to be data analysts, strategists and scientists who truly
dig into the data. This is a crucial role – and every marketing department should have
an analyst on staff who can take the plethora of customer/patient data and help the
department get into a new realm of strategy development from a marketing standpoint.

■E
 xperience

Engineers. Rather than just offering our creative services, we need to help
engineer our customers’ experiences and assist with eliminating pain points.

■D
 igital

Strategists. We can’t simply do PR, put up a website and plop a few posts
on Facebook. We must be marketing technologists and social communicators who
genuinely connect and create meaningful relationships with our customers. We must
be compelling story tellers and brand journalists.

Customers Want Their Digital Healthcare
Experience to Be More Like Retail
Consumers want fast and easy digital experiences, but digital/mobile healthcare is perceived as
lacking ease of use and features. Previously passive patients are now empowered consumers
with unlimited access to information, more choices and greater responsibility for the cost of care.
Health providers need to deliver greater consumer-defined value; and embrace convenience as
the new currency. As more and more people have higher and higher deductibles, they are going
to shop. They want convenience, they want access, and they want digitally-engaged experiences.
Most of us are not quite there yet; but a few of us are getting closer – like Ochsner Health System
and Banner Health.

78% of the

more tech-savvy
consumers say the
healthcare digital
customer experience
needs improvement,
and

50% said they

would leave their
current physician
for a better digital
customer experience.
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Ochsner Health System: Innovating Healthcare Marketing
through Personalized Patient Journeys
Based in New Orleans, LA, Ochsner serves patients across the
state of Louisiana and along the gulf coast. Ochsner has 40
hospitals that they own, manage or partner with and serve patients through about 100 health
centers and urgent care centers across their footprint.
Ochsner Health System has made a concerted effort to embrace innovation. In fact, if you
Google them, you’ll see the search results in: “Ochsner Health System: Innovating Healthcare.”
And according to Brittany Graffagnini, Assistant Vice President of Marketing for Ochsner, this
innovation is a continuous journey. Here’s how they got started.
Ochsner’s ultimate goal was
personalization in an effort to drive loyalty. They wanted to
create a two-way meaningful relationship with their patients.
According to a 2017 census, the lifetime value of a family of
four for healthcare was 4.2 billion dollars! Imagine if you
acquire a patient, get them in the door, anticipate their needs,
provide the information they are seeking…for their entire life.
That’s a much more efficient experience for Ochsner and also
for their patients. Patients want loyalty.
PERSONALIZATION MATTERS
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The lifetime
value of
healthcare
for a family
of four is
$4.2 billion.

In order to understand
first who their consumers were, Ochsner set about segmenting
them. They came up with these segments in phases. Phase 1
was the “science” phase where they analyzed Ochsner and
third party data. They looked at research data and analytics to generate insights and create some
initial personas.
WHO ARE OCHSNER’S CONSUMERS?

From there, they moved into Phase 2 – the “art” phase. They did journey mapping across each
segment which identified concerns and pain points. They worked to really understand what was
driving people to make decisions; how pain points were influencing those decisions; and what
might be important messages and features to connect with each segment. They then looked at
quantitative decision factors to help enrich each persona.
In the end, they arrived on five segments.

While the graphic is very simple, they have two full pages of information
about each segment. It helps the marketing team frame how they speak to each group. While it is
certainly not a one-size-fits-all approach, it does help with organizing the marketing process.
MEET OCHSNER’S PATIENTS.

Within each segment, Ochsner looked at every interaction – the key moments that a consumer
is experiencing with them – to learn how to use these interactions to form tighter partnerships.
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Ochsner’s method was to focus on a
customer-centered approach to advancing their marketing strategy. They suggest focusing on the
customer experience – focus on that interaction. Make sure it makes sense in what you’re trying
to achieve. Don’t do something “just to do it.”
SO WHICH TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE LEVERAGED?

So Ochsner decided to personalize the experience wherever the customer is. They are trying to
meet the retail-like experience across all of their interactions via:
■C
 hatbots.

For Ochsner, chatbots are about
removing friction. They launched a chatbot
to help people find what it is they are seeking.
The chatbot will learn as it goes and provides
meaningful experiences for patients.

■ I n-Home

Devices. Ochsner wants to be there
when people are searching out their care.
“Alexa, I need an urgent care near me,”
results in, “The nearest Ochsner Urgent Care
is at 4605 Magazine street. Would you like
more information?” They are able to connect
with each patient or potential patient in a way
they are used to getting information with
many other services/industries but they are
doing it with healthcare.

■G
 lobal

Search. Ochsner is working to apply
smart search globally. Like many healthcare

systems, they had created several different
sites – website, find-a-doc, blog, etc. It was
an accrual of various ways to connect with
patients. But patients want (and expect) a
search to be across all those sites. Ochsner’s
digital team is working on a smart search that
will be global across all of their sites.
■ Virtual

Care. Aside from their Anywhere Care
virtual visits, Ochsner created a physical
space within Lakeside Mall – the Ochsner
InnovationHub which shares engaging health
and wellness content through a variety of
devices and activities including tablets and a
3-D hologram. It's a unique way to interact
with consumers outside the clinical space; and
it’s all intended to connect with people in
more meaningful ways.

It takes a lot of technology power to make
all this happen. Ochsner admits they are lucky to have that. To make campaigns work when they
are based on this much data, you need a very robust and powerful marketing automation tool.
Marketing automation is here to help unlock that strategy potential. It is revolutionizing the way
healthcare marketers work. By looking at the way consumers are searching for and seeking out
healthcare, and acting on it, Ochsner has seen a 200% increase in campaign engagement year
over year.
TECH POWER – MARKETING AUTOMATION IS TOPS

THE RESULTS ARE IN…Through

campaign personalization – reframing their strategies based on
patient preferences and segmentation insights – they boast a 43% average open rate (compared to
industry average of 21%) and a 10% average click-thru rate (compared with industry average 2%). In
their service-line- focused campaigns, they’ve nearly doubled their ROI; doubled their click thru
rate; and seen a 34% increase in marketing-driven communications.
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Try some
journey
mapping.

Start small. One patient at a time; one service line at a time.
Put yourself in the patient’s shoes and think through the
experience they are going to have at your organization. This
should help you identify the gaps –those opportunities
where you could have connected but didn’t; or pain points
where patients fell through the cracks. These journeys
provide you with opportunities…

Banner Health: The Journey to Seamless Digital Experience
Banner Health, based in Phoenix, AZ, is made up of 28
hospitals covering six states. They have 41 urgent cares;
30 imaging centers; 30 physical therapy locations; two academic medical centers; and rural
hospitals throughout intermountain west.
Ochsner Health System isn’t the only innovator in the market. Banner Health is also creatively
using digital to improve the patient experience. Chris Pace, Senior Director of Digital Marketing at
Banner Health, said that the journey from consumer to customer to patient is difficult to perfect in
healthcare in the same way that consumers are used to engaging in other industries. But that
hasn’t stopped Banner from trying.
Banner’s first step
was really getting a firm grasp of pain points. They spent 18 months (doing surveys, patient focus
groups, etc.) to map out all those pain points and see where they happened. It’s a lot of data and
information but can be boiled down quickly by looking at common threads.
SEVEN STEPS IN THE PATIENT JOURNEY – IDENTIFYING PAIN POINTS AT BANNER

STEP

1

S TEP

2

Scheduling an appointment. Calling to schedule
is still the main route that many of Banner’s patients
choose (or have) to take.

PA I N P O I N T S
• actually making
• not convenient
• no reminders
• calling tree

S TEP

7 Steps in the Patient Journey

3

Check-in process. Banner’s patients were filling

PA I N P O I N T S
• p
 aperwork (why

I need to find a doctor. There was no place to go
to find if a doctor was available for an appointment.
Restaurants have done this for years with Open Table –
why can’t healthcare do the same?

out form after form over and over. The office staff also
seemed generally unhappy because of some of the
check-in challenges.

S TEP

4

Actually getting treatment. Patients finally get to

S TEP

5

Check out. Banner’s checkout process was found to

S T EP

6

Paying the bill. Patients were receiving many

S T EP

.

7

Receiving follow-up care and referrals. Trying

see their physician and have on average seven minutes
to state their case. They often have to repeat their story
over and over. The physician is not making eye contact
because he or she is typing into the EHR.

be somewhat clumsy. Many patients didn’t know if they
needed to check out or just leave.

different bills (doctor, lab, etc.) and their benefits
statement often had a different amount to pay than the
actual bill(s). Patients couldn’t pay online – when they
can pretty much pay for anything and everything else
online out of industry.

to get a referral was a nightmare for the patient.

PA I N P O I N T S
• access (near me)
• pricing (transparency)

•
•

the call

when there is
an electronic medical record)
unhappy staff
long wait in waiting room with
no information on how long the
wait will be

PA I N P O I N T S
• rushed
• questions not answered in full
• repeating story to several people

PA I N P O I N T S
• clumsy process
• v
 aried experience

from

patient to patient

PA I N P O I N T S
• inconvenient
• confusing
• not meeting expectations

PA I N P O I N T S
• call multiple times
• confusion about where to go
• confusion about time and date
• results
• r esults

take a long time to arrive
might go to PCP who fails
to contact patient

The bottom line? Banner Health realized there was a lot of opportunity to connect with patients
in resolving these pain points…and they knew many could be solved with digital solutions.
So Banner set about addressing some of pain points in
the 7 Steps patient journey. They first wanted to make it easier to find a doctor – they wanted to
replicate the Amazon experience. They created filters, set preferences, noted geography, and
then they got all of the data organized. Some advice: don’t let credentialing be the only source
of truth – make sure the data is aligned with customer expectations.
THE DIGITAL FRONT DOOR STRATEGY

Once they had an organized inventory of
physicians, they wanted to make scheduling
easier so they tackled online scheduling. They
realized they had 180+ different appointment
types! They collapsed it down to around 40
types of appointments but only present the
consumer with three options which then leads
to a flow – giving the consumer the “right”
appointment type without too much work on
the consumer’s part.
One key issue was that the online calendar
needed to sync up in real time to the call
center so that there wasn’t any double booking. Banner’s call center was using eight
different technologies – imagine trying to get
them all talking to each other. So they went
down to one call center operations technology.
We share this important tidbit as an example of
the ways marketing must work with many
different departments when hoping to perfect
the digital patient experience.
To address Step 6 of paying the bill: Banner
created a new bill pay feature at each customer
touchpoint. They have seven different billing
systems so they aligned with Simplee for ease
of patient payments (including paypal, credit
cards, checking, Apple Pay, etc.).

Banner also updated/upgraded their portal
with patient experience in mind. They wanted
it to be easy to use so customers would want
to return over and over. They are creating a
simple, mobile-first design of preregistration
that synchronizes straight into the EHR and
the portal. It will allow them to stop asking
the same questions over and over again
on paper forms.

“Don’t blame
the tool – build
the strategy.”
Banner began with building strategy first. They
knew there were a lot of tools out there to
solve these pain points. Pace stressed it was
important to nail down strategy first – to figure
out how to solve these things operationally so
that the digital tools employed would work.

Corrigan Consulting’s Key Takeaways for Getting Started
It’s not only the marketing department who takes responsibility for digital customer
engagement – there are layers of operational considerations to make it all come together.
■S
 egment

your patients to organize marketing campaigns/ technology
to pursue and customize content to resonate and engage targeted patients.
• Focus on the patient and consumer
• Identify opportunities where efforts and innovations will make the most impact
• Tie everything back to your overall strategy

■ Organize

your team – it’s not one size fits all.

• Identify areas of greatest need/key opportunities – where you can really
connect with patients
• Enable a culture of innovation (risk, failure, try new things, do things outside of scope)
■ Get

ahead of potential barriers.

• Key alignment and integration with IS, Analytics, Compliance, Access and Finance
• Get stakeholder buy in – be an expert at making your case
■ Look

for small wins to get you started.r.
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Since joining Ochsner Health System’s marketing
team in 2007, Brittany’s focus has been on developing meaningful and
effective strategies to acquire and retain patients. In her role as Assistant Vice
President of Marketing, Brittany oversees targeted marketing initiatives for
hospitals and service lines, CRM and segmentation as well as consumer
insights and marketing analytics. In addition to her various roles within the
organization, she has served on the Louisiana Hospital Association’s Society
for Healthcare Public Relations and Marketing as a board member and in
2015-2016 as Board President. Brittany attended Louisiana State University for
both her Bachelor of Science in Marketing and MBA with a concentration in
Project Management and Marketing.
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Chris is an experienced marketer with 20 years devoted to the healthcare
industry. He is currently the Senior Director of Digital Marketing at Banner
Health, the largest hospital system and employer in the state of Arizona. His
responsibilities include driving the content strategy, service line marketing
strategy, and website development strategy. Since joining Banner Health in
2018, Chris’ leadership has pushed Banner Health to expand its digital footprint
through a comprehensive digital marketing stack. Chris has an MBA and a
Bachelor of Science in Management from Arizona State University.

Brian
currently serves as the President and CEO of Corrigan Consulting. He leads
a team of Executive Vice Presidents, Senior Consultants and Communications
Consultants to support the competitive strategy needs of health systems
across the nation. Brian provides counsel to healthcare organizations on
competitive strategy, merger and acquisitions, product and brand development, partnership development, and customer experience. With 30+ years
of healthcare marketing experience, he has been responsible for all aspects
of marketing, communications, and competitive strategy. Brian was previously
a Vice President at Indiana University Health, Bloomington. Brian holds a
Master of Business Administration in Healthcare Management.
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Corrigan Consulting is a healthcare competitive strategy firm. We combine vast experience,
thought leadership, best practices, strategic thinking, and marketing intelligence to optimize our
clients’ competitive position, potential, and marketing operations for strategic growth.

